
Dating  Advice:  How  to  Keep
Humor In Your Relationship

By Dr. Jane Greer

During these difficult times, because of the pandemic and
everything that has come with it, it is important for people
to make room for laughter. There is no question that it is
challenging to find the funny among all the hardship. It can
be a struggle to balance the bad with the good. But it is a
long-held belief that humor is an important elixir that helps
to soothe the pain and even heal. Professor of Surgery Henri
de  Mondeville  famously  said  in  the  1300s  that  laughter,
compiled with the treatments he recommended, would help toward
recovery. That eventually translated into the saying we all
know today: laughter is the best medicine. Norman Cousins is
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known  for  having  cured  himself  of  a  terrible  disease  by
chuckling through all the Marx Brothers’ movies. Recently even
Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani poked fun at the way they found
each other during a Super Bowl commercial for T-Mobile.

So  how  can  you  find  a  way  to
incorporate  humor  into  your
relationship and your daily life to
take  the  sting  out  of  all  the
stressors you are experiencing?

Believe it or not, the first thing to do is to give yourself
permission to laugh despite what is going on in the country
and the world. Some people think they have to be serious
because of all the suffering taking place, and may even feel
guilty  for  being  lighthearted.  But  the  shows  we  find  the
funniest and the comedians we embrace are the ones in which
they illustrate how to laugh at ourselves and each other. They
have learned through their own hardships and demonstrate to
the rest of us the value of humor, even if it is self-
deprecating, to cope with the negatives – our own and those in
our relationships. We look to them for comic relief, and can
actually  model  our  behavior  after  them  to  use  poking  at
ourselves and our loved ones as a way to ease tension and
release  anger.  And  while  you  wouldn’t  expect  doctors  and
nurses  in  a  hospital  setting  to  be  making  jokes,  it  is
something that goes on regularly to manage the intensity of
working with ill and dying patients. In fact, someone I know
who was going through his own illness with a brain tumor wrote
a book called, “You Have To Keep Your Sense Of Tumor,” which
helped him survive for many years. Nurturing your sense of
humor can actually become your emotional health insurance.

The next thing to do is take inventory of all the things that



are irritating you in your life and prioritize them so you can
gain some perspective. If you look at each one specifically,
it gives you the opportunity to focus on what is aggravating
you  the  most  and  needs  to  be  addressed  first.  This  way,
instead of being equally upset about all of them, you can
determine  what  is  going  on  that  demands  your  immediate
attention in order to manage it more effectively. Once you
have honed in on what it is, look for any way to make it
amusing or silly so that when it continues to happen it loses
some of its steam.

If you are in a relationship, however, your private jokes can
give you mileage if you use them as morse code to short
circuit  an  impending  argument.  Rather  than  blaming  or
criticizing your partner, if you can find a gentler way to
tease them about the problem at hand it can increase your
chances of their being willing to compromise. Laughter is also
a great release for anxiety, and a place it can be really
helpful is in the bedroom. That is where people can feel
pressure  to  please  their  partner,  and  also  themselves.
Embracing humor is a great way to relax and dissipate some of
that expectation so you are able to enjoy yourselves.

It is clear that Blake and Gwen have a lot of playfulness
between them. That is one of the things that is so appealing
about  watching  them  interact,  and  it  appears  to  have
contributed to their strong foundation. You can do the same
and increase your personal happiness by learning to laugh off
what you can, and by following the adage angels fly because
they take themselves lightly.

Please  tune  in  to  the  Doctor  on  Call  radio  hour
on HealthyLife.net the first Wednesday of each month, at 11 AM
EST, 8 AM PST; including  Shrink Wrap on Call, Pop Psych with
Dr. Greer, and Let’s Talk Sex! Connect with Dr. Jane Greer
on Facebook, and be sure to follow @DrJaneGreer on Twitter for
her latest insights on love, relationships, sex, and intimacy.
Listen  to  Dr.  Greer’s  Shrink  Wrap  News  at  7  segments
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on  HealthyLife.

Celebrity  Wedding:  Find  Out
More  About  Blake  Shelton’s
Proposal to Gwen Stefani

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani
have taken the next step in their relationship by getting
engaged.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Shelton  proposed  to
Stefani after asking her father for permission and selecting a
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custom engagement ring. The celebrity couple began dating in
November 2015 after working together on The Voice, and moved
in together in October 2019. Shelton and Stefani now look
forward to planning their celebrity wedding. 

In  celebrity  wedding  news,  Blake
and  Gwen  are  officially  engaged
after  Blake  asked  her  father’s
permission. What are some must-dos
before an engagement?

Cupid’s Advice:

Whether you are a fan of more traditional engagements or are
looking for a modern approach, there are a few steps to take
before popping the question. If you are looking for some must-
dos before an engagement, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Rehearse your speech: Whether you’re looking to keep things
short-and-sweet, or want a more detailed speech, it’s a must
to rehearse what you’re going to say before the big day.
Engagements are exciting and emotional, and may cause you to
freeze up in the moment. By having an idea of the points you
want to get across beforehand, you will make sure your partner
knows just how much thought you put into asking the question. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani
Toast to CMT Music Awards 2020 Win

2. Select the perfect location: Selecting the perfect location
to pop the question is also a must-do before an engagement.
Consider some of your partner’s favorite places and decide
which would be the best spot to begin this next step together.
It is also important to consider if you and your partner would
rather have a public or private engagement when planning out
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the location. 

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kelsea Ballerini Talks
How Husband Supported Her Reimagined Album

3.  Ask  for  permission:  Just  as  Blake  Shelton  did,  it  is
important  to  ask  for  permission  when  proposing  to  your
partner. By asking your partner’s parents, siblings, or close
friends if they approve of your engagement, it’ll show the
respect you have for your partner’s existing family. It will
also allow them to get excited and potentially help you with
the rest of the planning process!  

What are some other must-dos before an engagement? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Blake Shelton
& Gwen Stefani Toast to CMT
Music Awards 2020 Win
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By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani
celebrated their recent win at the CMT Music Awards 2020 for
their  duet  “Nobody  But  You.”  According  to  UsMagazine.com,
Shelton and Stefani toasted to their win while watching the
award ceremony from their living room. The celebrity couple
has been together since 2015, and have released a total of
four duets together. Both singers took to their social media
accounts  to  thank  their  fans  and  each  other  for  all  the
support. 

In celebrity news, Blake and Gwen
are  the  definition  of  a  power
couple!  What  are  some  ways  to
celebrate your accomplishments with
your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:
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One of the best parts of being in a relationship is getting to
celebrate  your  accomplishments  with  the  person  you  love.
Whether it is something that you have accomplished together or
individually, it is the perfect opportunity to provide some
congratulations. If you are looking for some ways to celebrate
your accomplishments with your partner, Cupid has some advice
for you:

1. Plan a date: The perfect way to celebrate an accomplishment
within your relationship is to plan a date. Whether it is a
dinner  at  your  favorite  restaurant  or  a  weekend  getaway,
planning a date is a great way to show your partner how proud
you are of them, and gives you an opportunity to celebrate
together.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani & Blake
Shelton’s Love Takes Center Stage at 2020 ACM Awards

2.  Buy  them  a  gift:  Gifts  are  another  thoughtful  way  of
celebrating an accomplishment within your relationship. If it
was  your  partner  that  achieved  their  goal,  then  buy  them
something you know they’ve been wanting for a while. If it is
something that you’ve accomplished together, then you can both
contribute and buy something for the two of you to share. 

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Sofia Richie Is Dating
Matthew Morton After Scott Disick Split 

3. Tell them you’re proud: Sometimes the best way to celebrate
an accomplishment and make your partner feel important is to
simply tell them how proud you are. Words of affirmation can
go  a  long  way  in  making  your  partner  feel  special  and
strengthening your relationship, and are not something that
should be overlooked just because they are free! 

What are some other ways to celebrate an accomplishment with
your partner? Start a conversation in the comments below!
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Celebrity  Couple  News:  Gwen
Stefani  &  Blake  Shelton’s
Love  Takes  Center  Stage  at
2020 ACM Awards

By Carly Silva

In the latest celebrity news, Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton
sang a rendition of their new single “Happy Anywhere” on the
ACM stage on Wednesday night. According to EOnline, the famous
celebrity couple, who have been dating since 2015, were in
their element singing on stage together.
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In  celebrity  couple  news,  Gwen
Stefani  and  Blake  Shelton  showed
their love for each other and music
at the ACM Awards. What are some
ways  to  share  your  partner’s
passions?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Your partner is there to support you in many things, but it’s
especially important to have a significant other who supports
and shares in your passions. Cupid has some ways to do so:

1. Listen to them talk about their passions: One way to share
your partner’s passions, even if you have different interests,
is to listen to them express their passions. This will allow
them to feel like you are involved in this part of their life,
even if it isn’t something you are also passionate about.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Bachelor Nation’s Dean Unglert
Caelynn Miller Keyes Reveal Why They Wear Commitment Rings

2.  Offer  up  support:  If  your  partner  is  passionate  about
something that you’ve never tried or learned about before,
it’s important to be open-minded. Maybe go out on a limb and
try doing something they love, and who knows, maybe you will
love it, too.

Related Link: Dating Advice: Can Psychic Readings Enhance the
Clarity of Your Relationship?

3. Try doing something they love: Supporting your partner
through their passions and interests is a great way to be able
to share passions with them. Even if you don’t have the same
interests, you can still support them every step of the way.
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What are some ways to share your partner’s passions? Start a
conversation in the comments down below!

Celebrity  Couple  Blake
Shelton & Gwen Stefani Drop
New Song ‘Happy Anywhere’

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani
released their new quarantine-inspired song, “Happy Anywhere.”
The pair sings in the chorus: “I’m running wide open / I was
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born with my feet in motion / But since I met you, I swear / I
could  be  happy  anywhere.”  This  is  the  celebrity  couple’s
second musical collaboration, previously releasing the country
ballad “Nobody But You” in December 2019.

In celebrity couple news, Blake and
Gwen  collaborated  on  a  new  song.
What are some ways to share your
passions with the one you love?
Cupid’s Advice:

We may not all work in the same industry as our partner, but
that doesn’t mean you can’t share your hobbies with them! If
you’re looking for a way to get your partner more involved
with your interests, Cupid has some advice for you.

1. Swap interests: When asking your partner to try something
you’re interested in, offer to try one of their hobbies, too.
Committing to trying something they like will motivate them if
they’re initially hesitant to try something you like.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Gwen Stefani & Blake
Shelton Want to Get Married Post-Pandemic

2. Make it a date: Make a night of doing the activity you’re
passionate about. It’ll be more fun to enjoy this experience
together, instead of you teaching your partner about it for
the night. Try to get on equal footing and have fun with your
partner.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Had No Idea Who
Blake Shelton Was Before ‘The Voice’

3. Give them a way out: Make it easier for your partner to say
yes to trying something new. Instead of planning an intense
day-long activity, do something with a built-in out so you’re
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partner feels comfortable quitting if they aren’t enjoying it.
Start small and work up to more intensive days.

How do you introduce your partner to your interests? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity Wedding News: Gwen
Stefani & Blake Shelton Want
to Get Married Post-Pandemic

By Diana Iscenko
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In the latest celebrity news, Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton
are waiting until after the COVID-19 pandemic ends to tie the
knot. The celebrity couple has been secretive about their
wedding  plans,  leaving  fans  in  the  dark  about  their
engagement. A source close to the couple told UsMagazine.com
that  Stefani  had  begun  the  process  to  annul  her  previous
marriage  in  the  Catholic  church  in  March  of  last  year.
However,  the  current  global  crisis  has  “changed  Gwen’s
feelings about getting the annulment and getting married.” Now
Stefani and Shelton’s celebrity wedding will take place after
social distancing restrictions are lifted. “She didn’t wait
this long to get married with family watching on Zoom,” the
source reveals.

In celebrity wedding news, Gwen and
Blake want to take the next step in
their  relationship  and  tie  the
knot, but they want to wait until
after the pandemic. What are some
ways  to  have  a  special  wedding
celebration during the pandemic?

Cupid’s Advice:

Quarantine has put a halt to a lot of weddings. Whether you
pushed back your ceremony or decided to get married without
the reception (for now), you’ll still want to do something
special. Whether you want to celebrate your actual marriage or
your would-have-been wedding date, Cupid has some advice for
you:

1. Virtual reception: While a Zoom-sponsored wedding reception
may not have been your first choice, being able to talk to
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your closest friends is worth it. Get dressed up and make
speeches with your wedding party and others close to you!

Related Link: Celebrity News: How Blake Shelton’s Divorce Led
Him to True Love

2. Socially-distant car parade: One way to celebrate your
special day is to have your close friends and family who live
locally drive by your house. Despite the distance, your loved
ones will be able to celebrate your wedding in person from
inside their cars.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Had No Idea Who
Blake Shelton Was Before ‘The Voice’

3.  Stay-at-home  celebration:  At  the  end  of  the  day,  your
wedding is about you and your partner. Take this chance to
have a romantic stay-at-home date with your new spouse. You
could dress you and make a fancy dinner or you could get comfy
and reminiscence on your relationship.

What are you doing to celebrate the special moments in your
life during quarantine? Start a conversation in the comments
below!

Celebrity  News:  Gavin
Rossdale  Says  Quarantine
Coparenting with Gwen Stefani
Has Been a ‘Dilemma’
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By Hope Ankney

In the latest celebrity news, Gavin Rossdale and Gwen Stefani
have had a challenging time co-parenting their three sons
together  during  isolation.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,
Rossdale says that it is hasn’t been easy to align their
schedules to ensure their kids are staying safe between the
two of them. “I think it’s ok for now,” he continued, “but
it’s a really big dilemma for parents and kids with split
custody.”

In celebrity news, these exes are
having  a  tough  time  co-parenting
their  children  together  in
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quarantine. What are some ways you
can  spend  time  with  your  kids
during this period of isolation?

Cupid’s Advice:

With the lockdown, it has caused kids to be home more than
usual since schools have let out. That can get boring rather
quickly, so it is important to try and keep your children as
engaged as possible. But, it can be harder than you think to
not run out of activities to do with them. If you’re having a
hard time coming up with new ideas to do with your children
right now, don’t worry! Cupid has some parenting advice on
ways to freshen up this isolation period for both you and
them:

1. Zoom family calls: Whether it be with their other parent or
just members of the family, it can be fun to get the kids
talking to others outside of just you. It gives them an outlet
to  socialize  with  people,  and  they  can  even  do  certain
activities  with  them  through  the  screen!  I’m  sure  their
grandparents would simply love to just color with them over
the call!

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Says It’s ‘So Fun’
Having Gwen Stefani’s Kids Around

2. Tie-Dye: Tie-dying can be a quick way to freshen up the
activities you do with your children. If you’re tired of being
cooped up in the house, this gives you the perfect opportunity
to get outside. The supplies can easily be bought at the store
or online, and you can get to work on creating some cool
patterns.  Not  only  will  this  give  them  an  opportunity  to
engage with art, but they’ll even have a fun shirt to rock
afterward!
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Related Link: Parenting Tips: The Benefit of Kind Words

3. Create an original story: A great thing to try with kids is
to  have  them  create  their  own  story.  You  can  buy  blank
storybooks off the internet easily, and then your kids can
begin filling them in! Once they’re finished, you can add a
quirky bio/photo of the author and have a new story to read
that is unique to them! Not only that, but it can act as a
cute souvenir to keep as they get older.

What  have  you  done  to  spend  time  with  your  kids  during
isolation? Let us know down below.

Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani
Had No Idea Who Blake Shelton
Was Before ‘The Voice’
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By Ahjané Forbes

In celebrity news, “Hollaback Girl” singer, Gwen Stefani, did
not know her country superstar boyfriend Blake Shelton existed
prior to The Voice. The celebrity couple met when they had
just divorced their celebrity exes. The two have a love dovey
relationship on the show and plan to keep it that way for this
season. According to UsMagazine.com, the songwriter said, “I
mean, he’s just so magical. Blake is literally a unicorn.
Like, anywhere he goes, people are just attracted to him.”

In celebrity news, Blake Shelton’s
name  isn’t  famous  to  everyone’s
ears,  apparently.  What  are  some
ways to approach your crush?

Cupid’s Advice: 

It’s not all that bad to not know who your crush was until you
met them. That said, approaching your crush can be the hardest
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thing to do. Cupid has some advice on how to approach your
crush:

1.  Watch  how  they  interact  with  others:  What  is  their
personality like? Are they reserved or outspoken? Do you see
any key indicators on them like a football team logo or a name
tag  from  a  job?  Use  what  you  can  find  to  strike  up  a
conversation to break the ice.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Ben  Simmons  Leaves  Flirty
Comment on Kendall Jenner’s Instagram Pic

2. Show them you’re interested: Walking passed your crush
well-dressed  and  making  eye  contact  is  not  just  for  the
movies. It actually works. Eye contact and being groomed is a
very attractive tactic that can draw your crush to you. Reel
them in with a playful stare as you walk passed, keep looking
at them, and then turn away. This will get there attention and
who knows they might just make a move on you!

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Ben Higgins Reveals He
Kissed New Girlfriend The First Time He Saw Her 

3. Talk to them: It’s okay to just have a normal conversation
with them to see what they are all about. Try not to bring up
that you like them at first. See if they mention that they are
with someone, and then take that approach. Their personality
will tell you a lot about if you want to pursue them further.
Take baby steps before rushing for the goal!

When you had a crush how did you get their attention? Share
your experiences in the the comments below!
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Celebrity  News:  How  Blake
Shelton’s Divorce Led Him to
True Love

By Rhodesia Williams

In  celebrity  news,  Blake  Shelton  found  love  after  his
celebrity  divorce.  According  to  EOnline.com,  Shelton  went
through a celebrity break up with wife, Miranda Lambert. While
going through his divorce, fellow The Voice castmate, Gwen
Stefani, approached him to let him know that she was also
going through a tough time. Not too long after that, Stefani
officially broke up with her husband of 13 years. At first,
the celebrity couple say they didn’t think anything of their
support  chats,  however,  that  quickly  changed.  Before  the
couple realized it, they were dating. Although it was tough in
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the beginning, the new celebrity couple were able to get past
the challenges and enjoy each other.

In  celebrity  news,  Blake  Shelton
moved on from devastation to true
love. What are some ways to know
you’ve found true love?

Cupid’s Advice:

Falling in love is one of the most exciting yet nerve wracking
things after a heartbreak. Besides coming down with constant
cases of “the butterflies”, Cupid has some advice on knowing
if you’ve found true love:

1. You’re glowing: Are the people around you noticing you with
a particular glow? Glowing is good; sometimes we can’t help it
but people can tell when you are genuinely happy. From your
attitude, the way you are beginning to carrying yourself, and
that  constant  smile,  you  can’t  help  it.  While  it  seems
embarrassing when people bring it up, own your glow!

Related Link: Date Idea: Take a Trip Down Memory Lane

2. Your missing piece: Do you feel like you’ve found the
missing piece to your puzzle? Do you feel like your days are
getting easier with your partner in your life? This is surely
a sign that you have found love. When everything starts to
make sense and naturally flow together, there is no other
feeling like it. It’s like a sigh of relief or a breath of
fresh air. It seems like life has gotten easier and you’re not
hating it.

Related Link: Dating Advice: 5 Signs He’s Falling for You!

3. For the better: Of course you’re happy that you have found
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someone but is this person for the better? How does this
person add to your life? While it is exciting to be in love,
remember, the person you fall in love with needs to add to
your life in some way. Maybe you can’t go a day without
speaking to them or you can’t sleep without saying goodnight.
Needing your love’s presence is natural and a true sign of
falling in love.

What are some ways you can tell that you have found true love?
Share below

Celebrity  Couple  News:  Gwen
Stefani  &  Blake  Shelton
Attend Wedding Together
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By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity news, celebrity couple Gwen Stefani and Blake
Shelton  attended  a  wedding  together  this  past  weekend.
According to UsMagazine.com, although Shelton, 41, was already
a part of the wedding, Stefani was no where near left out. She
posted  a  video  of  the  bridal  party  dancing  to  her  song,
“Hollaback Girl,” on her Instagram. When on the Ellen show,
Stefani, 48, said she always thinks about marrying Shelton.
This celebrity relationship has been going strong since 2015.
I guess we all want to know when this celebrity dating will
turn into a wedding? Stay tuned!

This celebrity couple is just like
us — attending weddings and dancing
together.  What  are  some  ways
attending a wedding can bring you
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closer as a couple?

Cupid’s Advice:

Date  nights  are  great,  but  attending  special  events  like
weddings helps you figure out just where your relationship is
going. Cupid has some advice on how attending weddings can
bring you closer as a couple:

1. Presentation: Weddings aren’t like attending the annual 4th
of July family BBQ. This event is family and friends seeing
the two of you dressed to impress. People will see you as a
real couple; your parents or even Nana may even ask, “So, when
are you two tying the knot.” When you get all dressed up, it
just  gives  others  another  view  of  you  and  your  partner.
Embrace it! While it can be embarrasing at the moment, they
just want the two of you to have your own special day like
this one… until they get the bill that is.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Allegedly Throws
Shade at Ex Miranda Lambert Via Twitter

2. The talk: There you are, sitting at the table watching the
bride and groom dance their first dance. Right there in that
moment you will think, “that will be us one day.” Eventually,
you and your partner will have “the talk.” Weddings help you
to see yourselves as the ones getting married, even though it
is  not  your  wedding.  Talking  about  marriage  is  important
because ultimately, that is why you date someone; to grow and
build a future. While you shouldn’t force the issue, a light
discussion to see where your partner’s head is at when it
comes to marriage is a good idea.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Says It’s ‘So Fun’
Having Gwen Stefani’s Kids Around

3. Fun: While it is natural to consider your own wedding, this
is the time to still have fun. While you might take mental
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notes and may secretly be planning your own wedding in your
head, remember to actually enjoy the wedding. When its time to
dance, have fun. You and your significant other are dressed up
and  looking  good.  Dance  the  night  away.  Take  pictures,
participate  in  the  dance  contests,  and  you  know  there  is
always that one drunk person(s). There is plenty of time to
plan your day, today isn’t the day. Have fun!

What are some ways you think a wedding could help bring a
couple closer together? Comment below.

Celebrity News: Blake Shelton
Says  It’s  ‘So  Fun’  Having
Gwen Stefani’s Kids Around
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By Carly Horowitz

In recent celebrity news, Blake Shelton is loving the time he
gets to spend with the three sons of his girlfriend, Gwen
Stefani. According to UsMagazine.com, Shelton says “At this
point in my life, I kind of had put [having kids] as like,
‘Well, that wasn’t meant to be.’ Then all of a sudden it
happens — one way or another — and it’s like, ‘Wow, I really
missed out on a lot.'” Stefani shares her three children with
her  celebrity  ex,  Gavin  Rossdale.  It  seems  as  if  Shelton
wouldn’t be opposed to having celebrity kids of his own with
Stefani. But, a source shared with Us Weekly that, “Their
feeling is if it happens naturally, great. But they’ve decided
to not focus on it for the time being.” Nevertheless, Shelton
is  thoroughly  enjoying  having  Kingston,  Zuma,  and  Apollo
Rossdale as a part of his life.

In celebrity news, Blake Shelton is
relishing  having  his  girlfriend’s
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kids  around.  How  do  you  know  if
your  partner  will  be  good  with
kids?

Cupid’s Advice:

It is usually pretty clear that if your partner loves you and
is just a caring and kind person in general, then they will be
good with kids. But, here are some specific aspects that can
really make it clear that your partner will be the perfect
parent:

1. They take care of you when you’re sick: Remember last year
when you were in bed with the flu? Did your partner make you
soup and hot tea while they rubbed your back? If they did,
then that is absolutely wonderful and that shows that if you
two care for children together, they will be just as caring to
them.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton Go
Fishing With Her Sons

2. They are playful: It is always a good sign if your partner
knows how to be fun and entertain children. It is even better
if  they  exhibit  the  perfect  amount  of  playfulness  and
seriousness throughout your relationship so you know that they
have the ability to do the same with children.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani Gushes Over
‘Love’ Blake Shelton

3. They have had a dog: Children are just like dogs right? No,
not quite. But if your partner has tasted the responsibility
of  watching  after  another  living  being,  then  that  can
attribute to them knowing how to handle the responsibility of
having a kid. Overall, if your partner loves you and they
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truly want to care for children with you, they will be an
amazing parent.

What are some other signs that your partner will be good with
kids? Comment below!

Date Idea: Beach and Beyond

By Rachel Sparks

You’ve been to the beach with your love about a hundred times
this summer. It’s time to look for new ways to enjoy the sun
and sand. The days are long and the possibilities are endless.
This weekend’s date idea is all about trying new things in the
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sun!

This weekend’s date idea is about
fun in the sun together!

Search for beautiful shells and sand dollars in the sand.
You’ll have a great time showing off your finds to each other,
and it’ll help you break away from your usual routine of
sunbathing and swimming. If you’re feeling adventurous, look
for crabs darting across the beach. Make a game out of it: if
your partner finds more crabs than you, you have to cook him
dinner for a romantic end to your date night!

Related Link: Date Idea: Ignite Sparks While Camping

If you really want to get serious about searching, bring a
metal detector with you and see what random items are buried
on the beach. You and your love will get excited whenever that
buzzer goes off. The thrill of the treasure hunt will get you
both excited.

Once you’re done exploring, get messy in the sand together.
Dig a hole and bury each other. You’ll both feel like kids
again, and you’ll love creating new laughs together. Build
sand castles. Have a contest to see whose creation comes out
the best. Bury your legs and make a mermaid tail. End with a
beach  photoshoot  Reese  Witherspoon  or  Gwen  Stefani-family
style!

Related Link: Date Idea: Take a Journey

If  you  like  learning  new  things,  look  into  your  beach’s
history. Pick up a brochure or check out their website; maybe
there’s an area further down from your usual spot that you
never knew existed. Sharing some knowledge will spark both
your curiosities and will give you something new to discuss.
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How do you mix things up at the beach with your man? Tell us
in the comments below.

Parenting Tips: 5 Fun Ways to
Celebrate  St.  Patrick’s  Day
with Your Kids

By Rachel Sparks

St. Patrick’s Day is a fun holiday, but a lot of kids don’t
understand how fun it can be. Win parent of the year with
these St. Patty’s Day activities fit for the whole family.
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Celebrate with famous Irish folks, such as Gwen Stefani, John
Travolta, Meryl Streep, and Harrison Ford, among so many!
Cupid’s parenting tips will help make this green-filled, gold-
coin,  leprechaun-hunting  holiday  an  unforgettable  day  for
everyone!

Parenting Tips: The 5 Best Ways to
Celebrate  St.  Patrick’s  Day  with
Your Family!

1. Green-themed food: Get your kids excited for St. Pat’s Day
with green food! Guacamole and fried spinach tortillas are a
delicious starter. Make a party of decorating a cake. Make a
kid-friendly  green  bar,  serving  green  ginger  ale,  green
sprite, or Mountain Due!

Related Link: Parenting Tips to Stay Sane for the Rest of the
Summer

2. Build a leprechaun trap: Kids love imagination and lore, so
let them get wild with this one! Tell them stories about
leprechauns and then give them a cardboard box and all the
craft supplies they need to catch that little rascal.

3. Make a traditional Irish dinner: Food makes everyone come
together  and,  generally  speaking,  full  bellies  make  happy
people. Try out some traditional Irish recipes! Irish soda
bread, a classic, is the heart of the meal. Shepherd’s pie,
Kale Colcannon, and Guinness-marinated beef are just a few
hearty ideas for this grand meal.

Related Link: Parenting Tips: 5 Unique Ways to Have Fun in the
Sun with Your Child

4. Shamrocks and clovers: Long ivy tendrils, rolling green
hills,  moss-ridden  cliffs,  natural  green  is  everywhere  in
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Ireland.  Get  into  the  natural  tradition  of  the  Irish  by
celebrating shamrocks and clovers! Spend the day at the park
with your family looking for four leaf clovers or have a fun
time teaching your kiddos how to garden by planting shamrocks.

5. On the hunt: Make a scavenger hunt for your kids! Tell them
that there’s a pot of gold at the end of it to pump up the
excitement with a sizable reward. For a more thrilling twist,
gear up your children like Indiana Jones to go on the ultimate
leprechaun hunt!

How  do  you  get  your  kids  excited  about  other
cultural holidays? Share your St. Patrick’s Day parenting tips
below!

 

 

 

Celebrity  Baby-to-Be?  Gwen
Stefani & Blake Shelton Are
‘Focused on Getting Pregnant’
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By Karley Kemble

One of music’s favorite celebrity couples is reportedly trying
to grow their family! Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton are eager
to have a child together and are “hyper-focused on getting
pregnant,”  an  insider  close  to  the  duo  revealed  to
UsMagazine.com. Though Shelton has really hit it off with
Stefani’s  three  boys  from  her  previous  marriage  to  Gavin
Rossdale, it has always been a dream for him to have kids of
his  own.  If  all  goes  according  to  plan,  there  should  be
another celebrity baby born by the end of 2018. Hopefully
we’ll be hearing good news from the couple soon!

There may be another celebrity baby
on  its  way  soon!  What  are  some
things to consider before deciding
to have a child?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Having children is a very serious responsibility, and it’s
clear that this celebrity couple is ready to tackle parenthood
together.  Cupid  has  some  advice  if  you’re  still  in
questioning:

1. Assess your financial situation: There is a huge amount of
time  and  financial  responsibilities  that  come  along  with
having a child. Thinking about them beforehand and having a
realistic financial plan is crucial. You’re committing to this
kiddo for life, after all.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani Gushes Over
‘Love’ Blake Shelton

2. Evaluate your relationship: A child will shake up your
relationship in the best way possible. It’ll definitely change
the norm of what you’re used to, but if you have a strong
relationship with you partner then it’ll be a lot easier.
Caring  for  another  little  human  together  should  entirely
excite you!

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton Go
Fishing With Her Sons

3. Examine your inner readiness: The most important factor is
knowing yourself. If you do not feel ready for parenthood,
then you don’t need to rush. Just make sure you aren’t waiting
for the ‘right moment’ – you could end up waiting forever!

What did you consider before having a child? Let us know!

Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani
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&  Blake  Shelton  Go  Fishing
With Her Sons

By Marissa Donovan

Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton spent quality time with the No
Doubt singer’s three sons. According to UsMagazine.com, The
Voice judges posted their family fishing trip on Snapchat.
Celebrity children Kingston, Zuma, and Apollo were having a
fun day with their mother and Shelton. This celebrity couple
enjoyed many sunset views and the excitement of one of the
boys catching a fish. Looks like a fun summer day for this
bunch!
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This  celebrity  news  has  us
convinced Gwen & Blake could go the
distance!  What  are  some  ways  to
introduce  your  kids  to  your  new
partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

Summer has many great opportunities to allow you to introduce
your kids to your new partner. Here are a few fun filled ways
that your new partner and kids can meet:

1. Take a trip to a water park: Let your children and new
partner have a blast at a water park together! They can bond
over slippery slides and splashing around in the cool water.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Spends Christmas
Eve With Girlfriend Gwen Stefani & Her Kids

2. Have a family picnic at the beach: Bring a cooler and
sunscreen for a relaxing picnic at the beach. Your new partner
can help you make sandwiches and extra snacks for a family
meal that will hopefully bring you all together.

Related Link: How Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton ‘Rescued Each
Other’ Post-Celebrity Divorces

3. Watch a movie on the lawn: Get creative and use technology
to your advantage this summer. Use a white bed sheet, laptop,
and computer projector to create an outdoor movie screening
for everyone to enjoy. Let your new partner and children pick
a movie that they both enjoy!

What other summer fun activities can allow your new partner
and kids to bond over ? Let us know in the comments!
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Top  5  Kid-Friendly  Fashions
That  Celebrity  Parents  Love
for Their Own Children

By Noelle Downey

There’s no doubt about it, we all love to keep up with what
the stars are wearing, whether on the red carpet or while
stepping out of the gym, so we know what fashion standards to
strive for with our own wardrobes. But what about when it
comes to dressing our kids? While celebrity fashion trends for
children featured in magazines can look adorable, are they
actually kid-friendly? And do celebrity kids actually wear
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them?  Well,  now  your  fashion  fears  are  over!  We  here  at
Cupid’s  Pulse  have  compiled  a  list  of  the  top  five  most
fashionable  brands  that  celebrity  kids  wear  and  celebrity
parents love that your own favorite kiddos can’t help but
enjoy too!

Keep your kids in style with these
celebrity  fashion  trends  for
children  that  celebrity  parents
can’t get enough of!

1. Western Chief Rainwear: If you want to keep your favorite
kiddos dry and in style, why not invest in the brand that some
of your favorite celebrity kids are wearing these days when
the clouds roll in and the days get stormy. Western Chief is
known  for  its  adorable  boots,  raincoats,  and
umbrellas featuring characters your kid loves such as Batman,
Hello Kitty, or Thomas the Train Engine. Celebrity moms from
Katie Holmes to Gwen Stefani have been spotted out with their
kids wearing these cute designs, so now is definitely the time
to get the jump on this celebrity fashion trend for your
kiddos! Keep them dry in this awesome rain gear so they can
fashionably splash in puddles to their heart’s content.

2. The Mini Classy Harem Pants: Every parent knows that kids
love to run around and move freely when it comes to play time,
so why not allow them to do it in style with these comfy harem
pants  from  celebrity-approved  line  The  Mini  Classy?  These
loose and soft striped pants will give your kids plenty of
wiggle room as they scramble up the climbing wall at the park
or race to the dinner table for lunch. Not only are they comfy
and fashionable, they’re also (obviously) incredibly cute, and
it’s clear that celebrity parents everywhere agree. Superstars
like reality TV star Khloe Kardashian and Mario Lopez have
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grabbed a pair of these pants for their favorite kids, and now
you can too!

Related Link: Satin Is the Newest Celebrity Style for Spring!

3.  Burberry:  Although  Burberry  certainly  isn’t  cheap,  if
you’re looking to splurge on something red-carpet worthy for
your little one, look no further than Burberry’s kids line.
Grab one of Burberry’s signature checked coats to keep your
child toasty on nippy fall nights or cold winter mornings, or
bundle them in a Burberry sweater with matching scarf for a
chic look that will also keep them warm and glowing all winter
long. After all, they’ll certainly be in good company, with
celebrity parents like Victoria Beckham and David Beckham, Tom
Cruise and Katie Holmes, and Khloe Kardashian and Scott Disick
also choosing to dress their children in this fashionable
line.

4. Stella McCartney Kids: If you’re looking for a line that is
probably one of the most-used when it comes to famous parents
dressing their celebrity kids, look no further than Stella
McCartney Kids. Stella McCartney not only features fashions
for fabulous adults, she also caters to cute kiddos with a
line  featuring  clothes  that  are  both  comfy  for  kids  and
incredibly fashionable. Who’s been spotted dressing their kids
in this brand name? Everyone from singing superstar Madonna to
Jessica Alba, Angelina Jolie, Brad Pitt, and David Beckham. If
you’re looking to dress your child in comfy clothes made for
the stars, Stella McCartney Kids may just be the way to go.

Related Link: Product Review: Get This Spring’s Parenting Must
Haves!

5. Luna Leggings: For a fun and funky twist on a traditional
black  legging,  try  these  fun,  celebrity-parent-approved
leggings, which mix fashionably bright patterns and colors
with durability and comfort for a kids clothing item that’s
both on trend and on point. How I Met Your Mother star and
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celebrity mom Alyson Hannigan has been spotted out with her
daughter Satyana sporting these leggings many times, and Sarah
Jessica Parker and Matthew Broderick’s adorable twin girls
have also been seen in these Luna originals during some of
their rare public appearances.

What do you think of these celebrity fashion trends for kids?
Are they too cute for words, or just not your cup of tea? Let
us know in the comments!

 

 

 

New  Celebrity  Couple:  Gavin
Rossdale  Is  Dating  German
Model Sophia Thomalla
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By Whitney Johnson

There’s a new celebrity couple in town! Following his divorce
from Gwen Stefani, Gavin Rossdale is moving on with German
model  Sophia  Thomalla.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the
celebrity couple shared a romantic meal together earlier this
month  at  Indianapolis’  Iozzo’s  Garden  of  Italy.  The  Bush
frontman and No Doubt singer announced their celebrity divorce
in November 2015 after Stefani discovered Rossdale’s longtime
affair with their former nanny. “There’s been a lot of pain
and sadness. It really teaches you perspective on life. It’s
really health, happiness and safety,” the rocker said of his
divorce, which was finalized in April 2016.

There’s  a  new  celebrity  couple
following Gavin Rossdale’s divorce
from Gwen Stefani. How do you know
when it’s time to move on after a
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split?

Cupid’s Advice:

This celebrity relationship is the first one for Rossdale
since his split from Stefani. So how do you know when it’s
time to date again  following a break-up? Consider this love
advice below:

1. You’ve allowed yourself to heal: There’s no right time to
jump into a new relationship after a split. Don’t rush things.
Instead, do whatever feels right for you. It’s important to
heal your broken heart first. After all, no one wants to be
part of a rebound relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce News: Gwen Stefani & Gavin
Rossdale Finalize Divorce

2. You’ve spent some time alone: Self-reflection is always a
good thing. Take your newly-found freedom to rediscover who
you are. Allow yourself to grieve your loss and then focus on
whatever makes you happy. Figure out what you want in your
next relationship — and then, go after it!

Related Link: 5 Times the Nanny Has Been the Catalyst for
Celebrity Divorce

3. You’re truly over your ex: It’s normal to have lingering
feelings after a break-up. Before you start dating again, do a
self-check: How would you react if your ex called you? What if
you saw them out with someone new? How do you feel when you
see old pictures of the two of you together? If you can handle
these situations with grace, you’re ready to move on.

What’s another way to know you’re ready to move on after a
split? Tell us in the comments below!
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Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani
&  Blake  Shelton  Joke  About
Her  ‘Makeout  Playlist’  on
‘The Voice’

By Mallory McDonald

Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton joke about aspects of their
celebrity  relationship  in  recent  celebrity
news! UsMagazine.com reported that the two were joking about
Gwen’s  ‘makeout  playlist’  on  The  Voice.  “The  conversation
began  after  Hunter  Plake,  a  contestant  on  the  No  Doubt
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singer’s team, sang Foreigner’s 1984 power ballad “I Want to
Know What Love Is” in his Knockout Round performance.” Gwen
responded by saying,”You took a song that’s actually on my
makeout  playlist.”  She  received  comments  from  all  of  her
fellow judges including her boyfriend Blake who said, “I told
you I knew that song.”

This  celebrity  news  has  us
chuckling.  What  are  some  ways  to
set  the  mood  when  you’re  looking
for  a  romantic  evening  with  your
partner?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Making your partner feel special often is important for a
relationship to last long-term. Use these dating tips when
planning a romantic evening for your partner:

1.  Light  candles:  Candles  while  they  may  seem  “basic”  or
“average” actually really provide the perfect lighting for an
intimate date night that isn’t as harsh as the bright overhead
lights. They also let your partner know immediately the mood
you are creating.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani Gushes Over
‘Love’ Blake Shelton

2.  Drinks  matter:  A  romantic  evening  calls  for  a  more
expensive drink selection for your partner. Take the time to
find out their favorite wine or cocktail and go above and
beyond to make sure every little aspect of the dinner caters
to your partner’s desires.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Miranda Lambert Stuns at CMA’s
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with Boyfriend Anderson East

3. No electronics: If you are having a romantic date night
with your partner, make sure both of you know there are no
electronics  during  the  date.  No  tv  in  the  background,  no
internet and definitely nothing to do with your phones!

What did you do for your significant other to set the mood for
a romantic evening? Comment below! 

Celebrity  Couple  News:  Gwen
Stefani  Gushes  Over  ‘Love’
Blake Shelton
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By Delaney Gilbride 

In latest celebrity news, it looks like celebrity couple Gwen
Stefani and Blake Shelton are still loving each other like
teenagers! Gwen Stefani, 47, couldn’t contain herself when
talking about her country-singer boyfriend and fellow coach
on The Voice, Blake Shelton, 40, during a celebrity interview
on  Late  Night  With  Seth  Meyers  Tuesday,  February  21st.
According to UsMagazine.com, when Meyers asked about Stefani’s
romance  with  the  country  star,  she  gushed:  “It’s  so
unbelievable. I love Blake. He’s the most incredible guy.
Everybody loves Blake and that’s the thing, there’s no way
around it. He’s just a sparkly, happy, amazing person.” The
couple had met before working on The Voice in 2014 and have
been dating since November 2015. Stefani is returning for the
12th season of the hit show and claims that she is determined
to beat her beau this time, declaring: “He’s in trouble this
season!”
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This celebrity couple is still very
much in love. What are some out-of-
the-box ways to show your partner
your love?

Cupid’s Advice:

If you’re still head over heels for your longtime love like
Gwen and Blake, you might want to shake things up a bit.
Cupid’s here to help you show your love in new ways with the
latest relationship advice:

1. Revisit your first date: There’s nothing like going back to
where  it  all  began.  Whether  it  was  a  restaurant,  an  art
museum, or a simple walk in the park, revisiting the place you
went for your first date is a great way to express your love
for your partner! When the memories come flooding in, so will
a newfound appreciation for your relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani
Pack on PDA During Concert

2. Write a love letter: The difference between a quick “I love
you”  text  and  a  written  letter  expressing  how  much  you
appreciate your boo is staggering. It’s been proven time and
time  again  that  people  express  the  most  gratitude  when
receiving something physically written than something typed.
So, if you’re truly looking for new ways to express your love,
a written love letter is perfect!

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Spends Christmas
Eve With Girlfriend Gwen Stefani & Her Kids

3. Unplug: One of the best ways to express your love for
someone  involves  putting  your  phone  away,  shutting  your
laptop,  and  enjoying  personal  one  on  one  time  with  them.
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Nothing  says  “I  love  you”  more  than  truly  listening  and
engaging in conversations with somebody you care about. If you
want to show your love, you gotta be in the moment!

Are you in a long term relationship? Comment below with some
fresh ways to express your love for one another! 

Celebrity News: Blake Shelton
Spends  Christmas  Eve  With
Girlfriend Gwen Stefani & Her
Kids
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By Cortney Moore

In  exciting  holiday-related   celebrity  news,  country
singer Blake Shelton spent Christmas Eve with his girlfriend
Gwen Stefani and her three children, Kingston, Zuma and Apollo
Rossdale got. This is a serious move for the celebrity couple
who  has  been  together  for  over  a  year  now.  According  to
EOnline.com, the platinum blonde songstress and her sons  
were treated to a private show by Shelton! Based on Stefani’s
Snapchat stories, the  40-year-old country heartthrob played
guitar while accompanied by an accordion and a backing guitar.
And it appears that Shelton’s music was a hit since it got all
three kids to dance around the living room! The festivities
didn’t end there, however. According to E!, the couple also
enjoyed a family meal together alongside Stefani’s father and
siblings. This will surely be a  Christmas Eve to remember for
the celebrity couple!

In  celebrity  news,  it  looks  like
things are getting serious for this
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famous couple! What are some ways
to know whether it’s the right time
to bring your partner home for the
holidays?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s that time of year again! The holidays are in full force,
and with that comes holiday outings. Your family will most
likely expect to see you this year, but you also want to spend
time  with  the  person  you  love.  An  easy  solution  to  this
predicament is to invite your partner to your home, however,
keep in mind that this should be done with care. Let Cupid
help you figure out if it’s the right time bring your loved
one home for the holidays:

1. Consider the timing: Before you invite your loved one to
your house for the holidays, you need to think of how long
you’ve been together. Will your family appreciate this new
addition to their gathering? Also make sure you’ve given your
partner enough notice so they can figure out their plans, you
could be pulling them away from their family’s festivities.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani
Pack on PDA During Concert

2. Let your family know: Surprises are nice and all, but most
people don’t enjoy having surprise visitors at their doorstep.
Be considerate and let your family know you want to invite
your loved one well before the holidays.   Especially if
you’re not the head of the household . You want everyone to
feel as comfortable as possible.

Related Link: How Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton ‘Rescued Each
Other’ Post-Celebrity Divorces
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3. Introduce your siblings first: If your new beau hasn’t met
your parents yet, or anybody else important to your life-
introducing them to a mutual party can be very helpful .
Siblings are a great option since you can often get them to
align themselves with you before the big meeting with your
parents.  This  is  a  nice  way  to  ensure  a  smooth  holiday
gathering.

Have you ever invited your partner to your family’s holiday
events? What was it like? Share your stories below!

Pop  Star  Singers:  Cutest
Celebrity Babies
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By Katie Gray

Pop stars know how to pop out cute celebrity babies! They’re
not only good at making music, but they also make beautiful
children.  Some  of  these  lovely  ladies  are  in  celebrity
relationships or have had celebrity weddings, while others are
going strong as single moms. No matter what their current
situation is, one thing is for sure – they all have beautiful
celebrity babies!

Cupid  has  compiled  the  cutest
celebrity babies of pop stars:

1. Britney Spears: Oops, she did it again! Pop star Britney
Spears is a music sensation and she’s also a mother of two
boys. Her sons are Sean Preston and Jayden James, and they are
as cute as can be!

2. Madonna: The Queen of Pop is hands down Madonna! She’s been
killin’ it since the 80’s and is forever a legend. Madonna has
won numerous awards, is inducted in the Hall of Fame, has a
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net  worth  of  $800  million,  is  the  best-selling  female
recording artist of all time (over 300 million records) and is
the proud mom of four children: Lourdes Leon, Rocco Ritchie,
David Banda Mwale Ciccone Ritchie and Mercy James.

Related  Link:  5  Celebrity  Couples  Who  Are  Nailing  Long
Distance Relationships

3. Jennifer Lopez: Don’t be fooled by the rocks that she got,
she’s still Jenny From The Block. Jennifer Lopez has had a
variety of hit pop songs, successful business ventures, and
she is also mother to twins Emme and Maximilian, whom she had
in 2008 with fellow icon Marc Anthony.

Related Link: Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

4. Gwen Stefani: Pop star Gwen Stefani has three handsome boys
– no doubt! Their names are Kingston James McGregor, Zuma
Nesta Rock, Apollo Bowie Flynn.

5. Christina Aguilera: She got her start on Star Search and
The Mickey Mouse Club, and pop singer Christina Aguilera has
been booming ever since. Her first hits were “Genie in a
Bottle,” “What A Girl Wants,” and “Come On Over Baby.” She has
two kids: Max Liron and Summer Rain.

Who are your favorite pop stars with celebrity babies? Comment
below.

Celebrity  Couple  Blake
Shelton & Gwen Stefani Pack
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on PDA During Concert

By Stephanie Sacco

Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani are too cute for words. The
celebrity couple sang their duet “Go Ahead and Break My Heart”
at the Apollo in the Hamptons: Night of Legends event in East
Hampton, New York where they sang to each other on stage and
embraced afterwards. The celebrity news following them is that
these two were there for each other in the midst of their
celebrity divorces. According to UsMagazine.com, Stefani said,
“It  was  a  really  super-unexpected  gift  to  find  a  friend,
somebody who happened to be going through the exact same thing
as me, literally mirroring my experience. I don’t think it’s
an accident that that happened. It saved me.” It seems like
they’ll be together for a long, long time.
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This celebrity couple is certainly
not hiding their relationship. What
are some things to consider prior
to indulging in lots of PDA?

Cupid’s Advice:

PDA is not for every couple. It can be really cute and it can
be quite annyoing. Cupid is here to help:

1. Location: Be aware of where you are when you’re planning
your PDA moments. Singles don’t love watching it and neither
do your friends. PDA is one hundred percent okay on a date out
or a dark room, but take note of the atmosphere.

Related Link: How Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton ‘Rescued Each
Other’ Post Celebrity Divorce

2. Intimacy level: Depending on how close you and your partner
are, PDA can be sweet. It can bring you closer together and
can define your relationship. When you reach that openness
level, feel free to incorporate a little PDA in your day.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: Prepare for Unexpected Love
Like Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani

3. Privacy: Obviously privacy isn’t a part of public displays
of affection, but you can be in a public place that’s semi
private. This is the best spot for your PDA. A vacant hallway
vs a full one is the difference between classy and not classy
PDA.

How do you decide how much PDA to use? Comment below!
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How  Gwen  Stefani  &  Blake
Shelton ‘Rescued Each Other’
Post-Celebrity Divorces

By Stephanie Sacco

Celebrity couple Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton have melted
our hearts over and over again. With both celebs dealing with
celebrity divorces recently, it was only fitting that they
found comfort in each other. According to People.com, a source
of Stefani’s said, “She had the roughest time with her divorce
and was trying to be positive about her future, but she found
life very difficult.” Her divorce with Gavin Rossdale left her
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feeling empty and Shelton has helped to pick up the pieces. In
celebrity news, the source continued, “They almost rescued
each other.” It feels that way from the way they gush over
each other.

This pair came together in a storm
of  broken  hearts  and  celebrity
divorces.  What  are  some  ways  to
help  your  partner  get  through
heartbreak or disappointment?

Cupid’s Advice:

You partner will need your support when it comes to their past
heartbreak. Showing them that you care and that you’re not
like his ex is important for him to know. Cupid is here to
help:

1. Be there for them: Support can be expressed in many ways,
including simple things like a pat on the back or a hand
squeeze. Little moments that demonstrate that you’re there and
present in the relationship are priceless.Your partner will be
pleased that you made the effort.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton
Enjoy ‘Honey Moon’ After Birthday Celebration

2. Show them you care: Ask about his past relationship and
understand what went wrong and why he is so hurt. When you
know what not to do, you’ll have a better idea where he is
coming from. Tread lightly.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani & Blake
Shelton Hold Hands & Share Kiss at Radio Disney Awards

3. Be different: Don’t treat him how his ex did. Don’t play
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with his heart or his emotions. Guys can be sensitive, too,
and you need to be aware of your partner’s feelings.

How do you help your partner get over an old flame? Comment
below!

Celebrity Couple Gwen Stefani
& Blake Shelton Enjoy ‘Honey
Moon’  After  Birthday
Celebration
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By Nicole Caico

Celebrity  couple  Gwen  Stefani  and  Blake  Shelton  took  a
birthday  trip  that  will  give  you  date  night  envy  for  a
lifetime. According to UsMagazine.com, to celebrate Shelton
turning 40, Stefani decorated a private jet that took the
couple to Shelton’s farm in Oklahoma. While there, the couple
took a ride on Shelton’s speed boat and enjoyed the ‘Honey
Moon’  on  the  night  of  the  summer  solstice.  Since  getting
together in November 2015, this celebrity relationship has
continued  to  blossom,  as  evidenced  by  Stefani’s  tweet  to
Shleton, ““Happy birthday to my favorite person I ever met
@blakeshelton gx ���#superbabe.”

This  celebrity  couple  is  finding
new  and  exciting  things  to  do
together. What are some adventurous
date  ideas  to  plan  for  your
partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

Though most of us won’t be riding a private jet for a birthday
trip anytime soon, there are still many ways to keep things
exciting. Date night doesn’t have to be dinner and a movie.
Cupid is here to help you think outside the box for your next
date night:

1. Something you’d never do: If you’re like most couples,
there is probably something your partner loves to do that you
really don’t care for. Whether it’s horseback riding, sports,
or shopping, plan a day of that activity. Your partner will be
impressed that you went out of your way and out of your
comfort zone, to do something they really love.
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Related Link: Celebrity Couple Chloe Grace Moretz & Brooklyn
Beckham Make Red Carpet Debut

2. Adventures close to home: Wherever you live, especially if
it’s in the U.S., there is a good chance that there is a park
near to where you live that you’ve never visited. State parks
in the U.S. range from beach to mountain depending on where
you live, and they normally don’t cost more than ten dollars.
Find a place close to home that you’ve never been to and make
a date. And, if the outdoors isn’t your thing, search for an
indoor rock climbing facility or even take a dance class. The
definition of adventure will vary by couple.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Amber Rose Pays Tribute to Ex
Wiz Khalifa on Father’s Day

3. Go big or stay home: If you’re really looking for an
adventure with your partner, plan the trip you’ve both always
wanted to go on. Travel to a new city or new country, and have
a vacation full of dates you’ll never forget.

What’s your dream date? Comment below!
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